CONFIDENTIAL

SERVICE MEMORANDUM

CONTROL BOX

Part Nos. 3H1835, 3H1836, 13H142 & BCA4308

MGA
MGA 1600
MGA TWIN CAM
MAGNETTE Series ZB
MAGNETTE Mark III
PRINCESS IV

4 Jan. 1961

An improved wire-wound resistance, Part No. 47H5589, has recently been incorporated in the above, replacing the earlier carbon-composition type, Part No. 7H5066. Although the Part Nos. of the control boxes remain unchanged, the resistances are NOT interchangeable.

It is essential, therefore, to note that, in servicing these boxes, the original resistance, Part No. 7H5066 is fitted to control boxes bearing the following manufacturer's numbers:

37182A to 37182J  (for control box 3H1835)
37183A to 37183K  (for control box 3H1836)
37283A & 37283B  (for control box 13H142)
37290A & 37290B  (for control box BCA4308)

The later resistance, Part No. 47H5589, is fitted to control boxes bearing manufacturer's numbers:

37182K  (for control box 3H1835)
37183L & 37183M  (for control box 3H1836)
37283D  (for control box 13H142)
37290D  (for control box BCA4308)

* control boxes 13H142 & BCA4308 added